Ark Benefits at a Glance
Ark Financial Management provides active portfolio management in both up and

down markets. Under the direction of Aftershock authors Robert Wiedemer, David
Wiedemer, and Cindy Spitzer, Ark integrates our longer term macroeconomic views with
our powerful proprietary trading system to deliver a combination of benefits you won’t
find anywhere else:

Aftershock Macroeconomic Perspective. Since our first landmark book
America’s Bubble Economy (Wiley, 2006) correctly predicted the housing
bubble pop, stock crash, and global financial crisis of 2008, our Aftershock
series of books (Wiley, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015) have consistently
revealed the fundamental dangers of the current economy and dangerous
investment environment to come.

Wide Range of Investment Opportunities. Rather than risking a

conventional mix of stocks and bonds passively drifting ever closer to the coming
Market Cliff, Ark Financial actively manages a wide range of investment options,
taking advantage of both up and down market trends so we can make money as
markets rise and make even more when they fall.

The Ark Portfolio Navigation System. Exclusively ours, Ark’s powerful

proprietary trading system combines financial, economic, and mathematical
modeling with advanced charting techniques to help identify the early stages of
newly developing up or down trends. (More details about the Ark Portfolio
Navigation System is available on request.)

1% Annual Management Fee.
$100,000 Aggregate Account Minimum. We are happy to help you with
rollover IRAs (Traditional, Roth, SEP), online brokerage accounts, trusts, and
other investment accounts, which can be managed together as a household or
individually.

Maximum Safety, Transparency, and Liquidity. All funds are securely
held by our custodian, Charles Schwab. You can easily access your Ark
accounts 24/7 online. And you may add or withdraw money at any time.

For more information or to request your Ark account documents, please contact
the Ark Financial Management Team at 703-774-3520 OR
email us at info@arksma.com.

